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Abstra t
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We de ne the relevant information in a signal x X as being the information
that this signal provides about another signal y Y . Examples in lude the information that fa e images provide about the names of the people portrayed, or
the information that spee h sounds provide about the words spoken. Understanding the signal x requires more than just predi ting y, it also requires spe ifying
whi h features of X play a role in the predi tion. We formalize the problem as
that of nding a short ode for X that preserves the maximum information about
Y . That is, we squeeze the information that X provides about Y through a `bottlene k' formed by a limited set of odewords X~ . This onstrained optimization
problem an be seen as a generalization of rate distortion theory in whi h the distortion measure d(x; x~) emerges from the joint statisti s of X and Y . The approa h
~ and
yields an exa t set of self- onsistent equations for the oding rules X
X
~
X
Y . Solutions to these equations an be found by a onvergent re-estimation
method that generalizes the Blahut{Arimoto algorithm. Our variational prin iple
provides a surprisingly ri h framework for dis ussing a variety of problems in signal
pro essing and learning, as will be des ribed in detail elsewhere.
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1 Introdu tion
A fundamental problem in formalizing our intuitive ideas about information is to provide a quantitative notion of \meaningful" or \relevant" information. These issues were
intentionally left out of information theory in its original formulation by Shannon, who
fo used attention on the problem of transmitting information rather than judging its
value to the re ipient. Correspondingly, information theory has often been viewed as
being stri tly a theory of ommuni ation, and this view has be ome so a epted that
many people onsider statisti al and information theoreti prin iples as almost irrelevant for the question of meaning. In ontrast, we argue here that information theory,
in parti ular lossy sour e ompression, provides a natural quantitative approa h to the
question of \relevant information." Spe i ally, we formulate a variational prin iple for
the extra tion or eÆ ient representation of relevant information. In related work [1℄ we
argue that this single information theoreti prin iple ontains as spe ial ases a wide
variety of problems, in luding predi tion, ltering, and learning in its various forms.
The problem of extra ting a relevant summary of data, a ompressed des ription
that aptures only the relevant or meaningful information, is not well-posed without a
suitable de nition of relevan e. A typi al example is that of spee h ompression. One

some omponents of the signal an not be re onstru ted. On the other hand, a trans ript
of the spoken words has mu h lower entropy (by orders of magnitude) than the a ousti
waveform, whi h means that it is possible to ompress (mu h) further without losing any
information about the words and their meaning.
The standard analysis of lossy sour e ompression is \rate distortion theory," whi h
provides a tradeo between the rate, or signal representation size, and the average distortion of the re onstru ted signal. Rate distortion theory determines the level of inevitable
expe ted distortion, D, given the desired information rate, R, in terms of the rate distortion fun tion R(D). The main problem with rate distortion theory is in the need to
spe ify the distortion fun tion rst, whi h in turn determines the relevant features of the
signal. Those features, however, are often not expli itly known and an arbitrary hoi e
of the distortion fun tion is in fa t an arbitrary feature sele tion.
In the spee h example, we have at best very partial knowledge of what pre ise omponents of the signal are per eived by our (neural) spee h re ognition system. Those
relevant omponents depend not only on the omplex stru ture of the auditory nervous
system, but also on the sounds and utteran es to whi h we are exposed during our early
life. It therefore is virtually impossible to ome up with the \ orre t" distortion fun tion
for a ousti signals. The same type of diÆ ulty exists in many similar problems, su h
as natural language pro essing, bioinformati s (for example, what features of protein
sequen es determine their stru ture) or neural oding (what information is en oded by
spike trains and how). This is the fundamental problem of feature sele tion in pattern
re ognition. Rate distortion theory does not provide a full answer to this problem sin e
the hoi e of the distortion fun tion, whi h determines the relevant features, is not part
of the theory. It is, however, a step in the right dire tion.
A possible solution omes from the fa t that in many interesting ases we have a ess
to an additional variable that determines what is relevant. In the spee h ase it might be
the trans ription of the signal, if we are interested in the spee h re ognition problem, or it
might be the speaker's identity if speaker identi ation is our goal. For natural language
pro essing, it might be the part-of-spee h labels for words in grammar he king, or the
di tionary senses of ambiguous words in information retrieval. Similarly, for the protein
folding problem we have a joint database of sequen es and three dimensional stru tures,
and for neural oding a simultaneous re ording of sensory stimuli and neural responses
de nes impli itly the relevant variables in ea h domain. All of these problems have
the same formal underlying stru ture: extra t the information from one variable that is
relevant for the predi tion of another one. The hoi e of additional variable determines
the relevant omponents or features of the signal in ea h ase.
In this short paper we formalize this intuitive idea using an information theoreti
approa h whi h extends elements of rate distortion theory. We derive self onsistent
equations and an iterative algorithm for nding representations of the signal that apture
its relevant stru ture, and prove onvergen e of this algorithm.

2 Relevant quantization
Let X denote the signal (message) spa e with a xed probability measure p(x), and let
X~ denote its quantized odebook or ompressed representation. For ease of exposition
we assume here that both of these sets are nite, that is, a ontinuous spa e should rst
be quantized.

or odeword in a odebook, x~ 2 X~ , hara terized by a onditional p.d.f. p(~xjx). The
mapping p(~xjx) indu es a soft partitioning of X in whi h ea h blo k is asso iated with
the odebook elements x~ 2 X~ , with probability p(~xjx). The total probability of the
odeword x~ 2 X~ is given by
X
p(~x) = p(x)p(~xjx) :
(1)
x

The average volume of the elements of X that are mapped to the same odeword is
2H (X jX~ ) , where
X
X
H (X jX~ ) =
p(x)
p(~xjx) log p(~xjx)
(2)
~
x2X
x~2X
is the onditional entropy of X given X~ .
What determines the quality of a quantization? The rst fa tor is of ourse the rate,
or the average number of bits per message needed to spe ify an element in the odebook
without onfusion. This number per element of X is bounded from below by the mutual
information
"
#
X
X
p
(~
x
j
x
)
I (X ; X~ ) =
p(x; x~) log
;
(3)
p(~x)
x2X x~2X~
sin e the average ardinality of the partitioning of X is given by the ratio of the volume
of X to that of the mean partition, 2H (X ) =2H (X jX~ ) = 2I (X ;X~ ) , via the standard asymptoti
arguments. Noti e that this quantity is di erent from the entropy of the odebook, H (X~ ),
and this entropy is normally not what we want to minimize.
However, information rate alone is not enough to hara terize good quantization sin e
the rate an always be redu ed by throwing away details of the original signal x. We
need therefore some additional onstraints.
2.1

Relevan e through distortion: Rate distortion theory

In rate distortion theory su h a onstraint is provided through a distortion fun tion,
d : X  X~ ! R+ , whi h is presumed to be small for good representations. Thus the rate
distortion fun tion spe i es impli itly what are the most relevant aspe ts of values in X .
The partitioning of X indu ed by the mapping p(~xjx), has an expe ted distortion

hd(x; x~)ip x;x
(

~)

=

XX

x2X x~2X~

p(x; x~)d(x; x~) :

(4)

There is a monotoni tradeo between the rate of the quantization and the expe ted
distortion: the larger the rate, the smaller is the a hievable distortion.
The elebrated rate distortion theorem of Shannon and Kolmogorov (see, for example
Ref. [2℄) hara terizes this tradeo through the rate distortion fun tion, R(D), de ned
as the minimal a hievable rate under a given onstraint on the expe ted distortion:
R(D) 

min
I (X ; X~ ) :
fp(~xjx):hd(x;x~)iDg

(5)

Finding the rate-distortion fun tion is a variational problem that an be solved by introdu ing a Lagrange multiplier, , for the onstrained expe ted distortion. One then needs
to minimize the fun tional

F [p(~xjx)℄ = I (X ; X~ ) + hd(x; x~)ip x;x
(

~)

(6)

well known onsequen es:
Theorem 1

The solution of the variational problem,
ÆF
= 0;
Æp(~xjx)

(7)

for normalized distributions p(~xjx), is given by the exponential form
p(~xjx) =

p(~x)
exp [
Z (x; )

d(x; x~)℄ ;

(8)

where Z (x; ) is a normalization (partition) fun tion. Moreover, the Lagrange multiplier
, determined by the value of the expe ted distortion, D, is positive and satis es

Proof.

ÆR
=
:
ÆD
Taking the derivative w.r.t. p(~xjx), for given x and x~, one obtains

"

p(~xjx)
ÆF
= p(x) log
+1
Æp(~xjx)
p(~x)

(9)

#

1 X 0
(x)
(10)
p(x )p(~xjx0 ) + d(x; x~) +
p(~x) x
p(x)
P
sin e the marginal distribution satis es p(~x) = x p(x0 )p(~xjx0 ). (x) are the normalization Lagrange multipliers for ea h x. Setting the derivatives to zero and writing
log Z (x; ) = (x)=p(x), we obtain Eq. (8). When varying the normalized p(~xjx) the
variations ÆI (X ; X~ ) and Æ hd(x; x~)ip(x;x~) are linked through
0

0

Æ F = ÆI (X ; X~ ) + Æ hd(x; x~)ip(x;x~) = 0

(11)

from whi h Eq. (9) follows. The positivity of is then a onsequen e of the on avity
of the rate-distortion fun tion (see, for example, Chapter 13 of Ref. [2℄).
2.1.1

The Blahut-Arimoto algorithm

An important pra ti al onsequen e of the above variational formulation is that it provides a onverging iterative algorithm for self- onsistent determination of the distributions p(~xjx) and p(~x).
Equations (8) and (1) must be satis ed simultaneously for onsistent probability
assignment. A natural approa h to solve these equations is to alternately iterate between
them until rea hing onvergen e. The following lemma, due to Csiszar and Tusnady [3℄,
assures global onvergen e in this ase.
Let p(x; y ) = p(x)p(y jx) be a given joint distribution. Then the distribution
q (y ) that minimizes
the relative entropy, DKL[p(x; y )jp(x)q (y )℄, is the marginal distribuP
tion p(y ) = x p(x)p(y jx). Namely,

Lemma 2

I (X ; Y ) = DKL[p(x; y )jp(x)p(y )℄ = min DKL[p(x; y )jp(x)q (y )℄ :
q(y)

Equivalently, the distribution q (y ) whi h minimizes the expe ted relative entropy,

X
x

p(x)DKL[p(y jx)jq (y )℄;

is also the marginal distribution p(y ) =

P p(x)p(y jx).
x

This lemma guarantees the marginal ondition Eq. (1) through the same variational
prin iple.
Theorem 3

fun tional,

Equations (1) and (8) are satis ed simultaneously at the minimum of the

F = hlog Z (x; )ip x

( )

= I (X ; X~ ) +

hd(x; x~)ip x;x
(

~)

;

(12)

where the minimization is done independently over the onvex sets of the normalized
distributions, fp(~x)g and fp(~xjx)g,

min min F [p(~x); p(~xjx)℄ :
p(~x) p(~xjx)
These independent onditions orrespond pre isely to alternating iterations of Eq. (1)
and Eq. (8). Denoting by t the iteration step,

(

P

pt+1 (~x) = x p(x)pt (~xjx)
x)
pt (~xjx) = Zptt((~
d(x; x~))
x; ) exp(

(13)

where the normalization fun tion Zt (x; ) is evaluated for every t in Eq. (13). Furthermore, these iterations onverge to a unique minimum of F in the onvex sets of the two
distributions.

For the proof, see referen es [2, 4℄. This alternating iteration is the well known BlauhtArimoto (BA) algorithm for al ulation of the rate distortion fun tion.
It is important to noti e that the BA algorithm deals only with the optimal partitioning of the set X given the set of representatives X~ , and not with an optimal hoi e
of the representation X~ . In pra ti e, for nite data, it is also important to nd the
optimal representatives whi h minimize the expe ted distortion, given the partitioning.
This joint optimization is similar to the EM pro edure in statisti al estimation and does
not in general have a unique solution.

3 Relevan e through another variable:
The Information Bottlene k
Sin e the \right" distortion measure is rarely available, the problem of relevant quantization has to be addressed dire tly, by preserving the relevant information about another
variable. The relevan e variable, denoted here by Y , must not be independent from the
original signal X , namely they have positive mutual information I (X ; Y ). It is assumed
here that we have a ess to the joint distribution p(x; y ), whi h is part of the setup of
the problem, similarly to p(x) in the rate distortion ase. 1
3.1

A new variational prin iple

As before, we would like our relevant quantization X~ to ompress X as mu h as possible.
In ontrast to the rate distortion problem, however, we now want this quantization to
1 The

problem of a tually obtaining a good enough sample of this distribution is an interesting issue
in learning theory, but is beyond the s ope of this paper. For a start on this problem see Ref. [1℄.

about Y in X~ is given by
I (X~ ; Y ) =

XX
y

x~

p(y; x~) log

p(y; x~)
p(y )p(~x)

 I (X ; Y ):

(14)

Obviously lossy ompression annot onvey more information than the original data. As
with rate and distortion, there is a tradeo between ompressing the representation and
preserving meaningful information, and there is no single right solution for the tradeo .
The assignment we are looking for is the one that keeps a xed amount of meaningful
information about the relevant signal Y while minimizing the number of bits from the
original signal X (maximizing the ompression). 2 In e e t we pass the information that
X provides about Y through a \bottlene k" formed by the ompa t summaries in X~ .
We an nd the optimal assignment by minimizing the fun tional

L[p(~xjx)℄ = I (X~ ; X )

I (X~ ; Y );

(15)

where is the Lagrange multiplier atta hed to the onstrained meaningful information,
while maintaining the normalization of the mapping p(~xjx) for every x. At = 0 our
quantization is the most sket hy possible|everything is assigned to a single point|while
as ! 1 we are pushed toward arbitrarily detailed quantization. By varying the (only)
parameter one an explore the tradeo between the preserved meaningful information
and ompression at various resolutions. As we show elsewhere [5, 1℄, for interesting
spe ial ases (where there exist suÆ ient statisti s) it is possible to preserve almost all
the meaningful information at nite with a signi ant ompression of the original data.
3.2

Self- onsistent equations

Unlike the ase of rate distortion theory, here the onstraint on the meaningful information is nonlinear in the desired mapping p(~xjx) and this is a mu h harder variational problem. Perhaps surprisingly, this general problem of extra ting the meaningful
information|minimizing the fun tional L[p(~xjx)℄ in Eq. (15)| an be given an exa t
formal solution.
Theorem 4

The optimal assignment, that minimizes Eq. (15), satis es the equation
p(~x)
p(~xjx) =
exp
Z (x; )

"

X
y

#

p(y jx)
;
p(y jx) log
p(y jx~)

(16)

where the distribution p(y jx~) in the exponent is given via Bayes' rule and the Markov
hain ondition X~
X Y , as,
p(y jx~) =

1 X
p(y jx)p(~xjx)p(x):
p(~x) x

(17)

This solution has a number of interesting features, but we must emphasize that it is
a formal solution sin e p(y jx~) in the exponential is de ned impli itly in terms of the
assignment mapping p(~xjx). Just as before, the marginal distribution p(~x) must satisfy
the marginal ondition Eq. (1) for onsisten y.
2 It

is ompletely equivalent to maximize the meaningful information for a xed ompression of the
original variable.

p(y jx~) =

X

p(y jx)p(xjx~) ;

x2X

(18)

follows from the Markov hain ondition Y
X X~ .3 The only variational variables in
this s heme are the onditional distributions, p(~xjx), sin e other unknown distributions
are determined from it through Bayes' rule and onsisten y. Thus we have
p(~x) =

and

p(~xjy ) =

X
x

X
x

p(~xjx)p(x) ;

(19)

p(~xjx)p(xjy ) :

(20)

The above equations imply the following derivatives w.r.t. p(~xjx),
Æp(~x)
= p(x)
Æp(~xjx)

(21)

and

Æp(~xjy )
= p(xjy ) :
(22)
Æp(~xjx)
Introdu ing Lagrange multipliers, for the information onstraint and (x) for the normalization of the onditional distributions p(~xjx) at ea h x, the Lagrangian, Eq. (15),
be omes

L

= I (X; X~ )

~ Y)
I (X;

"

X
x;x~

p(~xjx)
=
p(~xjx)p(x) log
p(~x)
x;x~

X

#

(x)p(~xjx)

"

p(~xjy )
p(~x; y ) log
p(~x)
x~;y

X

# X
x;x~

(23)
(x)p(~xjx) :

Taking derivatives with respe t to p(~xjx) for given x and x~, one obtains

Æp(~x)
ÆL
= p(x) [1 + log p(~xjx)℄
[1 + log p(~x)℄
Æp(~xjx)
Æp(~xjx)
(X
)
Æp(~xjy )
Æp(~x)
p(y ) [1 + log p(~xjy )℄
[1 + log p(~x)℄
xjx)
Æp(~xjx)
y Æp(~

Substituting the derivatives, Eq.(21) and Eq.(22), and rearranging,

(

"

p(~xjx)
ÆL
= p(x) log
Æp(~xjx)
p(~x)

#

X
y

"

p(y jx~)
p(y jx) log
p(y )

#

(x)
p(x)

)

(24)
(x) :

:

(25)

P
Noti e that y p(y jx) log pp(y(yjx)) = I (x; Y ) is a fun tion of x only (independent of x~) and
thus an be absorbed into the multiplier (x). Introdu ing
(x)
~ (x) =
p(x)

X
y

"

#

p(y jx)
;
p(y jx) log
p(y )

is important to noti e that this is not a modeling assumption and the quantization X~ is not
used as a hidden variable in a model of the data. In the latter, the Markov ondition would have been
di erent: Y
X~ X .
3 It

"

ÆL
p(~xjx)
= p(x) log
+
Æp(~xjx)
p(~x)

X
y

p(y jx)
p(y jx) log
p(y jx~)

#

~ (x) = 0 ;

whi h is equivalent to equation (16) for p(~xjx),
p(~xjx) =

with

p(~x)
exp (
Z (x; )

Z (x; ) = exp[ ~ (x)℄ =

X
x~

DKL [p(y jx)jp(y jx~)℄) ;

p(~x) exp (

(26)

DKL [p(y jx)jp(y jx~)℄) ;

the normalization (partition) fun tion.
Comments:

1. Noti e that the Kullba k-Leibler divergen e, DKL[p(y jx)jp(y jx~)℄, emerged as the
relevant \e e tive distortion measure" from our variational prin iple but is not
assumed otherwise anywhere! It is therefore natural to onsider it as the \ orre t" distortion d(x; x~) = DKL[p(y jx)jp(y jx~)℄ for quantization in the information
bottlene k setting.
2. Equation (26), together with equations (18) and (19), determine self onsistently
the desired onditional distributions p(~xjx) and p(~x). The ru ial quantization is
here performed through the onditional distributions p(y jx~), and the self- onsistent
equations in lude also the optimization over the representatives, in ontrast to ratedistortion theory, where the sele tion of representatives is a separate problem.
3.3

The information bottlene k iterative algorithm

As for the BA algorithm, the self onsistent equations (16) and (17) suggest a natural method for nding the unknown distributions, at every value of . Indeed, these
equations an be turned into onverging, alternating iterations among the three onvex
distribution sets, fp(~xjx)g, fp(~x)g, and fp(y jx~)g, as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 5 The self onsistent equations (18), (19), and (26), are satis ed simultaneously at the minima of the fun tional,

F [p(~xjx); p(~x); p(yjx~)℄ = hlog Z (x; )ip x

= I (X ; X~ ) +

hDKL[p(yjx)jp(yjx~)℄ip x;x

;
(27)
where the minimization is done independently over the onvex sets of the normalized
distributions, fp(~x)g and fp(~xjx)g and fp(y jx~)g. Namely,
( )

(

~)

min min min F [p(~xjx); p(~x); p(y jx~)℄ :

p(yjx~) p(~x) p(~xjx)

This minimization is performed by the onverging alternating iterations. Denoting by t
the iteration step,
8
pt (~x)
>
d(x; x~))
< pt (~xjx) = P
Zt (x; ) exp(
(28)
pt+1 (~x) = x p(x)pt (~xjx)
>
: pt+1 (y jx~) = P
~)
y p(y jx)pt (xjx
and the normalization (partition fun tion) Zt ( ; x~) is evaluated for every t in Eq. (28).

indeed are satis ed at the minima of the fun tional F (known for physi ists as the \free
energy"). This follows from lemma (2) when applied to I (X ; X~ ) with the onvex sets
of p(~x) and p(~xjx), as for the BA algorithm. Then the se ond part of the lemma is
applied to hDKL[p(y jx)jp(y jx~)℄ip(x;x~) whi h is an expe ted relative entropy. Equation
(26) minimizes the expe ted relative entropy w.r.t. to variations in the onvex set of
the normalized fp(y jx~)g. Denoting by d(x; x~) = DKL [p(y jx)jp(y jx~)℄ and by (~x) the
normalization Lagrange multipliers, we obtain
Æd(x; x~) = Æ

=

X
y

X
y

p(y jx) log p(y jx~) + (~x)(

!

p(y jx)
+ (~x) Æp(y jx~) :
p(y jx~)

The expe ted relative entropy be omes,

XX
x

y

!

X
y

p(y jx~)

p(y jx)p(xjx~)
+ (~x) Æp(y jx~) = 0 ;
p(y jx~)

1)

!

(29)
(30)

(31)

whi h gives Eq. (26), sin e Æp(y jx~) are independent for ea h x~. Equation (26) also
have the interpretation of a weighted average of the data onditional distributions that
ontribute to the representative x~.
To prove the onvergen e of the iterations it is enough to verify that ea h of the
iteration steps minimizes the same fun tional, independently, and that this fun tional
is lower-bounded as a sum of two non-negative terms. The only point to noti e is that
when p(y jx~) is xed we are ba k to the rate-distortion ase with xed distortion matrix
d(x; x~). The argument in [3℄ for the BA algorithm applies here as well. On the other
hand we have just showed that the third equation minimizes the expe ted relative entropy
without a e ting the mutual information I (X ; X~ ). This proves the onvergen e of the
alternating iterations. However, the situation here is similar to the EM algorithm and
the fun tional F [p(~xjx); p(~x); p(y jx~)℄ is onvex in ea h of the distribution independently
but not in the produ t spa e of these distributions. Thus our onvergen e proof does not
imply uniqueness of the solution.
3.4

The stru ture of the solutions

The formal solution of the self onsistent equations, des ribed above, still requires a
spe i ation of the stru ture and ardinality of X~ , as in rate distortion theory. For
every value of the Lagrange multiplier there are orresponding values of the mutual
~ Y ) for every hoi e of the ardinality of X~ .
information IX  I (X; X~ ), and IY  I (X;
The variational prin iple implies that
~ Y)
ÆI (X;
=
ÆI (X; X~ )

1

>0;

(32)

whi h suggests a deterministi annealing approa h. By in reasing the value of one an
move along onvex urves in the \information plane" (IX ; IY ). These urves, analogous
to the rate-distortion urves, exists for every hoi e of the ardinality of X~ . The solutions
of the self- onsistent equations thus orrespond to a family of su h annealing urves, all

parameterized by the value of . Interestingly, every two urves in this family separate
(bifur ate) at some nite ( riti al) , through a se ond-order phase transition. These
transitions form an hierar hy of relevant quantizations for di erent ardinalities of X~ , as
des ribed in [6, 5, 1℄.
Further work

The most fas inating aspe t of the information bottlene k prin iple is that it provides
a uni ed framework for di erent information pro essing problems, in luding predi tion,
ltering and learning [1℄. There are already several su essful appli ations of this method
to various \real" problems, su h as semanti lustering of English words [6℄, do ument
ategorization [5℄, neural oding, and spe tral analysis.
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